MonsterPlay@Caloo bonded mulch

MonsterPlay@Caloo Bonded Mulch for playgrounds
is a natural looking bonded surface often described
as rubber bark. Laid in-situ, it is a durable and
environmentally friendly safety surface containing
100% recycled rubber.
The process encapsulates recycled tyre rubber in a tough PU polymer coloured with light stable pigments and, once
fully cured, the pigments and coating are both non-toxic and inert.

KEY FEATURES
Porous/fast draining
No dispersement or scattering
Quick and easy to install
Clean and hygienic/doesn’t attract animals
No topping up or raking required
Maintenance free

Play grade material i.e. no sharp or harmful materials
Complies with BS EN 1177:2008
Year-round use
Wheelchair friendly
Continuous seamless surface
Environmentally friendly

TOTAL SERVICE
MonsterPlay@Caloo offers a complete
design to delivery service - from
initial consultation and site survey to
designing and installing. Tell us what
you want to achieve and we’ll make it
happen.

NATURAL TONES AND MIXED COLOURS
Bonded Mulch is available in various basic colours, which can also be blended in any combination to create
numerous colour alternatives.
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MonsterPlay@Caloo Bonded Mulch has been tested to the strict requirements of BS EN 1177:2008 on a concrete
base in laboratory conditions (worst case scenario).
Where the surfacing is installed onto a dynamic base (eg soil or stone), which contributes to the CFH
performance significantly, greater fall heights may be achieved with less thickness of surface.

MonsterPlay@Caloo sources only the best quality
materials from known producers in the UK and through
its stringent procedures ensures a great level of colour
consistency is maintained.
For further information on the MonsterPlay@Caloo
Bonded Mulch range, call us on

0845 056 3602
We’ll be more than happy to help.

Caloo Ltd trading as MonsterPlay@Caloo,
Unit 12, Boxted Farm,
Berkhamsted Road,
Hemel Hempstead,
HP1 2SG,
United Kindom

www.monsterplay.co.uk
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CALL:
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Bonded Mulch requires minimal groundwork
preparation and can be installed directly onto grass
or existing hard standing surfaces such as tarmac. It
is ideal for areas where excavation can be a problem,
such as around tree roots. The surface is fully porous
and maintenance free - no costly topping up of
material or regular raking required!
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The purpose of the BS EN 1177 Standard is to reduce the risk of injury to children’s heads, legs, arms, shoulders
and backs.

